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Good morning Mr. Chairman and Councilmembers.  My name is Andy Litsky and I live 

at 423 N Street, SW.  This morning I am testifying on behalf of ANC-6D as its Vice 

Chairman, representing the 14,000 residents of SW and Near SE.  The new National’s 

Stadium is located directly in the middle of our ANC. 

 

The lack of a clearly articulated traffic and parking plan continues to be of great concern 

to my community.  Further, this jumble may well impact the economic development of 

the fastest growing neighborhood in the greater Washington metropolitan area. 

 

This morning, my community had hoped to have had an opportunity to express our 

concerns before a Roundtable jointly hosted by the Committee Economic Development 

and the Committee on Public Works, so that we would have on the record a full 

accounting of what’s left to be accomplished as we approach Opening Day.  While it’s 

nice to hear from the Sports Commission, except for how the RFK stadium lots and 

access roads under their control are to be factored into this discussion, once that stadium 

opens and they turn over the keys, their job at South Capitol Street is basically complete.  

They were charged with building the stadium and that they did.  So as they ready their 

“Mission Accomplished” banner, let me be very clear – there’s still plenty left to do that 



is not on their plate.  And that’s what this Council and this Administration needs to 

address between now and Opening Day. 

 

The Sports Commission may have built the stadium but they are not responsible for other 

operational aspects critical to its success such as traffic management, residential parking 

planning, enforcement, infrastructure upgrades in the surrounding area, public safety, 

construction of the Navy Yard station or our on-going relationship with Metro. 

 

So, who is ultimately responsible for integrating this decision making?  That’s still 

unclear.  What we’ve had over the last three years are a series of separate cabinet level 

agencies reporting to separate deputy mayors, coming together to address these 

challenge, sometimes quite reluctantly.   To make matters worse, unlike DCPS which is 

done in Committee of the Whole, the oversight of these agencies is handled by separate 

Council committees. What we have is an unfortunate continuation of administrative and 

oversight processes that may function well independently but without a strong and visible 

hand to ensure that they are all functioning interdependently.  And that remains a 

constant challenge going forward. 

 

From standpoint of traffic and parking, here’s what we believe we have left to 

accomplish: 

 

 

We still need a fully operational traffic plan for Opening Day. What we have seen 

thus far from DDOT and Gorove-Slade does not approach the level of sophistication that 



will be necessary for this thing to work.  There are only so many times that we can hear 

“it’s a work in progress.”   

 

With great specificity, we need to know how patrons are getting to and from the 

Nationals stadium.  We need to know which parking lots they are going to use and how 

they are going to get to and from those parking lots.  We need to know what the pick-up 

and drop-off points will be for the shuttle busses taking people to and from the free lots at 

RFK. We also need to know that the DCSEC has signed off on the use of those lots, 

which as of December 19, they had not. 

 

Among my chief concerns are development of a concrete plan that will prevent thousands 

of stadium bound drivers from invading our residential neighborhood on their way to see 

the Nationals – especially since the EIS, TOP and TOPP specifically stated that would 

not happen and a Zoning Commission Order issued on July 18 ostensibly prevents it – a 

fact little known by baseball fans driving in from Oakton, Columbia or Waldorf since 

they don’t read the DC Register.   

 

Who’s going to be responsible for the public information campaign?  Who’s going to 

coordinate enforcement with DDOT, MPD and Public Works?   

 

Currently, the plan, as near as I can make out it is, “Don’t drive, Take Metro!”  The 

corollary, of course, is “Build it and they will come.”  And many will -- by car. 

 

We need a realistic residential parking plan on Opening Day.   With 82 days to go we 

have nothing.  The first and only time we will have met with DDOT regarding Opening 

Game Day RPP will be Monday morning -- for an hour and a half.  And although they 

may have helped to shape Councilmember Wells’ demand parking plan – and that will 

not be available on Opening Day, perhaps not at all this season.  Yet, DDOT hasn’t 

developed a Plan B.  DDOT has told us that they expect to use the same plan that was 

used for RFK.  That -- even though we have a significantly more complex and truncated 

street grid, have three significant bridges leading directly into our neighborhood, hugely 



different commercial development, our high rise residential blocks are completely the 

opposite of low rise Hill East, the block-by-block densities that favored visitor pass 

parking for the past two years have no equivalent in densely populated SW, and we don’t 

have 10,000 surface spaces directly adjacent to South Capitol Street as they did with 

RFK.   

 

We need a clear understanding that whatever traffic management and interim RPP 

is developed by DDOT, that we will have both the budget for and administrative 

buy-in of the other agencies to carry out the plan. Alas, today we’re not hearing from 

DDOT, DMV or MPD to ensure that will be the case. 

 

Unless something is done very soon, as the Sports Commissions’ own traffic consultant 

publicly stated, what we will have on Opening Day will be “controlled chaos.”  

Unremedied, it will affect economic development.   

 

Yes, there is much left undone regarding stadium traffic and parking plans. On Opening 

Day, the only balls up in the air should be on the field.  Unfortunately that’s not what I 

anticipate.  Unless something is done quickly, as the Sports Commissions’ own traffic 

consultant stated -- we will have “controlled chaos.”     

 

And here’s how we see this potentially effecting Economic Development: 

 

• Most immediately, it will affect quality of life for 18,000 DC residents living 

within the immediate environs of the Nationals Stadium who will be unable to 

easily move into or out of our neighborhoods on game days. 

 



• It will affect property values for thousands of existing homes in SW/Near SE 

and close in Capitol Hill, for who’s going to want to buy in area where you can 

neither get on or off of your block one quarter of every year? 

 

• It will stifle development of squares previously thought to be ready for 

construction due to development of new temporary surface parking lots.  

 

• It will impact the desirability of new communities under construction in Near 

Southeast, along M Street, SW and at the soon to be redeveloped SW 

Waterfront.  For it’s in these areas where we anticipate that we’ll double the 

number of present residents within the next eight to ten years, with each of those 

new residents will be contributing both real estate and income taxes to the city 

treasury. 

 

• It will hurt existing businesses and dampen development of new businesses 

and attractions within the stadium area, on Capitol Hill and at the SW 

Waterfront.  

 

• Left unaddressed, we may well see a fall off in tickets sales because it’ll be 

such a challenge to get down to the area.  And that could result in a revenue 

drop that would affect the District’s ability to pay off the stadium bonds. 

 



If this is going to work – for the residents living close to the stadium, for the city, for the 

fans and for the Nationals – we need to be on the same team.  This should be less about 

the preservation of jurisdictional integrity and tossing the hot potato of the moment from 

one agency or committee to the next than it should be about making this stadium work.  

Whether you supported the stadium initially or not – now, we have no choice. We are all 

in this together and it’s got to work. Period. End of story.   

 

You have our commitment that we will work cooperatively with the city and the 

Nationals because this is in everyone’s interest.  But I must tell you, that will 82 days to 

go – the Southwest community at long last needs to be fully engaged by our own city 

government.  We’ve been waiting for three years.   

 

Let’s sit down, roll up our sleeves, put all of our cards on the table, and recommit 

ourselves to the task at hand.    

 

Thank you for your time. 

 








































